
Scottish Parliament Freight Transport Inquiry – Evidence from 
John G Russell (Transport) Ltd. 
  
Russell is a 3rd party logistics provider based in Scotland predominately 
servicing the Scottish Consumer market and Scottish manufacturers. 
Russell is pleased to have the opportunity to provide the Local 
Government and Transport Committee the comments below. 
  
There are a number of issues / challenges needing attention; 
  
Congestion on Roads, Rail and at Ports. 
Can we get more from current infrastructure? Can it be used wiser? 
(Bus lanes, Parking restrictions, access restrictions & Curfews, are they 
used wisely?) What new investments would bring best value? 
  
Skills shortage, engineers / apprentices. Drivers, road and rail.  
We need to better prepare pupils for work, there is shortcoming in basic 
education of too many school leavers, a lack of self discipline and too 
often a work shy attitude. We need to encourage more school leavers 
and graduates into the Transport industry, currently we have to recruit 
abroad. 
  
Movement of People to and from work. 
Where we have shortages, it is important to have good passenger 
transport to ease the travel to work and widen the available catchment 
area. 
  
A level playing field to operate within Europe,  
as more regulation is put on the transport industry, more enforcement 
is required to ensure all abide by the regulations, this  applies to UK 
whilst a much more flexible attitude prevails in The Republic of Ireland 
and on the continent however UK operators have to compete at 
subsequent cost disadvantages. 
  
Fuel cost is also a burden on the playing field; we allow foreign vehicles 
to operate with foreign purchased fuel, circa 30% saving, and no 
charges for accessing and using our infrastructure. Not only do we pay 
for our infrastructure we also pay the foreign vehicles wear and tear 
costs on our infrastructure. 
  



This is exacerbated by the fact that we have seen our costs rise in the 
past 10 years by circa 43%. Over the same period inflation was circa 
31% and the domestic UK market rates for transport increased by 
22%. The industry average profit margin is less than 4% on turnover, 
this picture can not be sustained if appropriate safety measures are 
fulfilled and investment made for the future. The figures quoted are in 
line with the detail from the Burns Freight Taxes Inquiry. 
  
A national infrastructure fit for purpose, road, rail and port. 
There are parts of our road and rail networks that are struggling to 
cope with current requirements, additional investment is required or 
the situation will implode. This is not only within Scotland; we are also 
reliant on road, rail and port links through England for our trade.  
  
If Rail is to play a larger part in the movement of Freight we need 
reliable services capable of carrying the modern transport equipment 
types, this means a better rail gauge than is currently available on most 
of the network. The world container fleet is migrating to a 9’6” high 
container, other countries have developed piggy back systems to allow 
conventional trailers to be moved on rail. This would be attractive to 
hauliers as current road transport equipment would also be capable of 
rail use. The current gauge prevents this and much of the rail network 
cannot accommodate 9’ 6” containers.  
  
The plans to enhance gauge to Aberdeen and Elgin is an admirable step, 
but why not do it in a manner that is more beneficial. The proposed 
alterations will not achieve 45’ long 9’6” high containers on standard 
type wagons. The proposed alterations require specially designed 
wagons that are costly to purchase and operate. 
We already compete for capacity on the rail network with Passenger 
operators. With the growth anticipated on both passenger and freight 
over the next 10 years freight will have a serious capacity issue.  
We need a freight route that provides capacity and gauge from central 
Scotland to Mid/ Southern England, possibly to the Channel Tunnel 
with terminals in strategic locations en route to service domestic traffic 
and possibly continental. (Subject to the tunnel becoming more 
competitive!) 
This would resolve the capacity issue for Passenger and Freight as well 
as resolving the gauge issue.  



While we accept we need a reliable fast rail service for passengers 
between central Scotland and London we do not believe the proposal of 
a high speed passenger line is the only solution. In 1992 a passenger 
service achieved a London to Edinburgh run in 3.5 hours; £30 billion to 
save 15 mins does not seem great value. Circa £5 billion to provide a 
freight route with the required gauge seems more appropriate. 
  
Within Scotland we need to consider the following; 

• Improvements to signalling and loop lengths to enable longer 
length freight trains  

• Other Freight Gauge enhancements  
• Rail Freight yard capacity improvements.  
• Additional Rail Freight yards in specific locations where justified 

by economic demands  
• Improvements to maintenance/reduce requirements for overnight 

engineering works that would allow greater flexibility.  
• Increased maintenance to areas regularly affected by weather or 

ground conditions to ensure continued use throughout year. Since 
2001 there has been an increase in the amount of track being 
taken out of use due to Weather.  

• Better planning of blockades for track maintenance preferably 
with suitable diversionary routes to minimise disruption  

• Use of ‘Best Value’ practices for all transport projects to ensure 
affordability and maximise benefit to all not just either freight or 
passenger i.e. no project should be developed to the detriment of 
any party.       

• All the following are important for the long term sustainability of 
rail freight – Reliability (pathing, access and capacity), freight 
yard capacity, gauge cleared routes to all major centres of 
population, preservation of rural freight routes and access, speed, 
weight and length of trains to ensure economic and viable use of 
resource, continuation of FFG and CNRS/successor to, modern 
and reliable locomotives and rolling stock, stability.  

• Consideration should be given to mixed passenger and freight rail 
services for the remote areas of Scotland. 

 


